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SENIOR ADVISOR

LEADERSHIP

Marie currently is a Founding Partner at GuidePost LLC, Partner at 50 State LLC, Principal at Cardinal Group Policy, and Senior 
Advisor at IMGE. Marie serves on several boards and commissions including the statewide Mississippi Arts Commission 
Board of Directors and the Children’s Advocacy Centers of Mississippi Board of Directors. In 2020, she and her husband, 
Brian, founded the MS 30 Day Fund, a nonprofit dedicated to providing financial support to Mississippi’s small businesses 
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic in the form of forgivable loans. 

MARIE SANDERSON, FOUNDER

Liesl Hickey is a veteran political strategist who has worked at the highest levels of politics and issue advocacy. She has 
directed large-scale campaign operations and high-profile public affairs efforts. She has spent her political career crafting 
messages and strategies for Republicans on how to win in suburban areas, with a focus on women voters.

LIESL HICKEY, FOUNDER

GENERRA PECK, SENIOR ADVISOR

Generra Peck holds more than a decade of experience leading complex political, communications, and issue campaigns. Most 
recently, Generra led a multi-million dollar issue advocacy campaign to get the USMCA trade deal passed in Congress. Prior to 
that she served as policy director on Ed Gillespie’s 2017 Virginia gubernatorial campaign. Generra’s speciality is taking complex 
policy issues and executing the most effective political and communications tactics to achieve results. She has held senior roles in 
more than a dozen political organizations, gubernatorial offices and transitions, and policy advocacy campaigns.

ZACK RODAY, SENIOR ADVISOR

After a dozen years working in Congress and for state and federal political campaigns, Zack Roday is an experienced 
communications and political strategist. He has shaped winning strategies around many hotly contested issues and political 
debates across the country.

ROBERT BLIZZARD, PARTNER, PUBLIC OPINION STRATEGIES

Blizzard’s political experience includes polling for two presidential campaigns, major statewide races across the country, major 
party committees and Super PACs, and for dozens of Republicans in the U.S. House. And, in the last four election cycles, 
Blizzard has polled for GOP state legislative caucuses in Alabama, Connecticut, Kentucky, Ohio, Michigan and New York. 

ABOUT N2 AMERICA
N2 AMERICA is committed to promoting and supporting center-right policies and ideas that better the lives of suburban Americans.

OUR MISSION:

Serve as a research hub to test and distribute survey research on policies important to the suburbs. 
 
Convene policy makers and experts to form and discuss suburban-focused policy initiatives. 
 
Engage and educate suburban Americans through creative content that highlights conservative ideas and the achievements of a conservative agenda.
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METHODOLOGY 

2020 ELECTION

Working closely with N2 America and other conservative partners like 
SGLF, Public Opinion Strategies conducted weekly qualitative research 
among a panel of 40 suburban voters from the following states: 
 
Arizona, Georgia, Florida, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, 
Missouri, New Jersey, North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, and 
Wisconsin. 
 
We recruited to ensure a mix of gender, a mix of age, and a mix of 
background/employment.  We enlisted only college-educated voters, and 
only soft Republicans, Independents, and soft Democrats to get a real 
close view of “swing voters” in these suburbs. 
  
 

Respondents, logged into a bulletin board discussion group at different 
times during the day each week to answer questions posted by a 
moderator while reading and responding to other participants’ posts. It 
was more of an online community for participants.   
 
This group of suburban voters discussed questions ranging from 
politics to recent events in the news. The panel assembled weekly from 
the end of May until Election Day, for 23 consecutive weeks.

* IMPORTANT TO REMEMBER: SUBURBAN VOTERS HAVE 

HISTORICALLY BEEN RIGHT OF CENTER, BUT THEY SHIFTED 

AWAY FROM TRUMP AT THE BALLOT IN 2020.

IN THE WEEK LEADING UP TO NOVEMBER, OUR RESEARCH SEEMED TO FORESHADOW THE EVENTUAL ELECTION RESULTS – A DIVIDED DC.

Suburban voters saw issues with both sides of the aisle, believing there is 
a serious lack of moderation, cooperation, and bipartisanship.   
 
Voters shared how they would prefer to see a divided government in 
Washington, in fact, many even said they would vote for a Republican 
candidate to act as a check and balance to a Biden presidency. 
 
Moreover, these voters – who believed Biden would win – wanted 
Democrats to be wary of the more progressive side of their party, to not 
push for too much change, and to also come back to the middle.   

 
 
 

AN ARIZONA FEMALE VOTER BELIEVED “we need to start 
compromising and representing average Americans, not extreme right or 
left, and not politicians that only care about being re-elected. Having mixed 
groups in power will ensure that some conversation and negotiation need 
to be held.”

A PENNSYLVANIA FEMALE VOTER WANTED DIVIDED 

GOVERNMENT “because disagreement may lead to things happening in 
Washington, despite the fact that it never has before. But if either 
Democrats or Republicans had complete control it does leave out a 
significant portion of voters who may think opposite to the party in power.”  
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SUBURBAN VOTERS 

SELF-DESCRIBED 

POLITICAL IDEOLOGY: 

*Exit Polls; NBC/WSJ Polling 



ISSUES

CORONAVIRUS

ECONOMY/JOBS

TAXES

SUBURBAN VOTERS WERE VERY CONCERNED ABOUT THE 

VIRUS IN THEIR STATE AND LOCAL COMMUNITIES, AND 

BELIEVED THE WORST IS STILL YET TO COME. 

THEY WERE VERY ANXIOUS ABOUT WHAT WILL HAPPEN TO 

THE ECONOMY AND HOW THE COUNTRY, AND THEIR 

STATE/LOCAL COMMUNITY, WILL RECOVER. 

This group already saw high unemployment as a sign of a fractured 
economy and worried about a recession. There was restlessness about 
school opening plans. And, there was noteworthy frustration and concern 
about potentially having to shut things down again if there are more 
closings and stay-at-home orders. 

SUBURBAN VOTERS VIEWED PRESIDENT TRUMP AND 

REPUBLICANS (RATHER THAN THE DEMOCRATS) AS BETTER 

SUITED TO FIX THE NATION’S ECONOMY.   

These voters recognized Trump “is a business guy” and “make[s] very 
business-minded and money-minded decisions.” Several suburban 
voters highlighted that before Covid, the economy was booming, and 
unemployment was the lowest it has been in years” and attributed that to 
President Trump and GOP leadership. 

SUBURBAN VOTERS HESITATED TO VOTE FOR JOE BIDEN 

AND DEMOCRATS BECAUSE OF “THEIR TAX POLICIES.” 

Suburban voters shared concerns about the tax policies of the 
Democrats and liberal tax policies was one of the biggest hesitations 
suburban voters had about voting for Democratic candidates.   
 
These voters believed an increase in taxes will be detrimental to 
the economy and worry it will slow or impede an economic recovery, 
especially because of the current state of the economy. 

Almost every day on the local 
news they announce another 

business that is closing for 
good. The businesses that are 
struggling and just holding on 

may not be able to weather 
another limited shut down. 

 
– Minnesota Male

COVID and the economy are 
the biggest issues for me. We 

need to find a good balance 
between safety and keeping 

businesses alive. I’d like to hear 
a plan on day one outlining 

that strategy. 
  

– North Carolina Female

“The main issue is raising taxes because Biden does not give 
me confidence that he will not raise taxes  proportionately on 
all classes of people. He also doesn’t give me confidence that… 

he will use the money wisely.” – Georgia Male

People have gotten  
tired of not having their 

normal social activity and 
are looking to  

return to normal. 
 

– Michigan Male

“

“
“Taxes would increase by 30+ percent. Jobs would be 

outsourced to other countries. My finances would without a 
doubt be negatively impacted. They openly state that taxes 

will increase.” – Ohio Male

“The Republicans are 
dedicated to getting people 

back to work and reopening. 
The Democrats are more 

interested in keeping people 
home and giving them more 
unemployment and stimulus 
checks. That will only hurt our 

economy further.” 
 

– Florida Female 

“I’d fear that the far left could impose more tax 
spending resulting in new and higher taxes. Currently the 

economy is doing well, but increased taxes could slow the 
economy significantly.”  – Michigan Male

“Republicans have a better 
philosophy in this area, and I 
believe that will continue. They 
understand that free enterprise 

is the secret to a strong economy 
and are willing to support this 
with their actions to a greater 
degree than the Democrats.” 

  
– Georgia Male

Many people have the 
attitude like, ‘you can’t make 

me’ and ‘you can’t tell me 
what to do.’ They think that this 

doesn’t directly impact them. 
 

– Pennsylvania Female

“

“

“

“

“

“

“Before the virus hit 
this year the economy 

was booming, 
unemployment was 

extremely low.” 
 

– Florida Male 

“I think Trump might do a better 
job because of his business 

background. I also believe he will do 
a better job based on how he 

stimulated the economy during the 
pandemic and country’s shut down. I 
do not know enough about Biden to 

say how I think he will do with the 
economy.” 

  
– Minnesota Female
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ISSUES

CONCERN OVER THE RADICAL LEFT

LAW-AND-ORDER/DEFUND THE POLICE

CANCEL CULTURE

SUBURBAN VOTERS POINTED TO BIDEN’S, AND OTHER 

DEMOCRATS’, OPENNESS TO FURTHER LEFT IDEAS AS A 

POINT OF CONCERN. AND, THESE VOTERS EXPRESSED FEAR 

ABOUT BIDEN BEING ABLE TO STAND UP TO THE MORE 

PROGRESSIVE WING OF HIS PARTY. 

THE “DEFUND THE POLICE” NARRATIVE FROM THE LEFT 

TURNED SUBURBAN VOTERS OFF. 

Almost all suburban voters had read, heard, or seen something about 
the idea of “defunding the police” and a majority took the idea literally 
and did not like it.  Voters said they are “very concerned about the idea,” 
“worry about even more crime,” and how those prosing this idea are 
“insanely out of touch.”

OVER AND OVER AGAIN, SUBURBAN VOTERS REJECTED 

“CANCEL CULTURE” – NOTING THAT SOME WERE TRYING “TO 

ERASE OUR HISTORY” BY “GOING OVERBOARD AND WANTING 

ANYTHING THAT POTENTIALLY COULD OFFEND THEM REMOVED.”

An ongoing example was the aftermath of the Floyd murder/BLM 
movement. Later in the Summer as riots began, suburban voters were 
clear: Confederate flags and statues are reminders of “a very dark part of 
our nation” and should be removed. 

However, other statues and monuments highlighting individuals who “are 
part of our American history and without them there would be no 
America” should not.  Voters recognized “every person to walk this earth 
has been less than perfect” but ignoring historical context of the individuals 
would “negate the positive impact they had on history.”

“During the Democratic debates…he would tend to agree with some 
of the very far left policies…and some of the more extreme policies. The 
big [concern] for me is…the universal healthcare and…let undocumented 
immigrants’ easy access into the United States because they do not want to 
enforce stricter border policies.” – Pennsylvania Female

“Biden doesn’t seem to be able to speak for himself. I am honestly 
not sure that he knows enough to make decisions. I don’t know that 
Biden knows what his policies are. If Democrats were not so 
intermingled with the radical left, I would be much more inclined 
to vote Democratic.”  – Florida Female

“Biden doesn’t have the mental acuity, and his physicality seems to be 
diminishing as well. World leaders such as Russian and Chinese leaders will 
eat his lunch, like they did before, especially the Chinese. He is too eager 
to cater to the radical Left.”  – Michigan Male

“If Biden gets elected, I think the radical left will be running the show, 
led by Harris.” – Pennsylvania Female

“I don’t know that Biden can stand up to the radical left, let along 
strong foreign leaders like Putin.” – Pennsylvania Male

“The suburb I live in is fortunate to have a small, community involved 
police force. If that were disbanded, and we were patrolled by state police 
or sheriff patrols, we would lose any sense of community with them. 
Neighboring communities have disbanded police departments, and there 
seems to be less direct contact, only a firm ruling hand to enforce laws 
when something has gone bad.” – Michigan Male 

“You don’t want 
police protection? 
I’m going 
somewhere that 
does. Whatever idea 
you think to defund 
police will replace 
with it will turn the 
us into a free for all.” 
– Colorado Female

“We’ve already seen huge spikes in violent 
crime in major US cities (Kansas City has 
already seen a major rise in violent crimes, 
shootings in particular) as people call for 
reductions or eliminations in police patrols. 
Even just reduction of police presence, 
rather than elimination of departments, will 
just lead to higher crime.”  – Kansas Male

“We are doing ourselves a disservice by removing symbols of 
our own history. We will end up repeating the mistakes that we 
made. I believe that there is a more moderate approach for this - 
perhaps just changing the narrative.” – Georgia Female

“This is a movement to destroy America.”  – Ohio Male
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